ALL OF LIFE - REHABILITATIVE, VOCATIONAL TRAINING
ALL OF LIFE - is a rehabilitative program at Krukmakarens Hus
(the Potter's House) based on vocational training. We offer
individualized support for a gentle restart after having had
engine trouble in life. You will have the possibility to develop
your life in your own preferred direction.
We are convinced that every person's life has a meaning, that
every individual has a contribution to offer that cannot be replaced by anyone else. In
the ALL OF LIFE - program you will find a secure, qualified place for growth and
development as well as a friendly working atmosphere. Together with your personal
supervisor you explore your own potentials as a unique individual in the search for
tasks and vocations suitable to you. For example:
- Janitorial tasks, property work, repairs and maintenance
- Gardening and plant care
- Office work
- Cooking and baking
- Social care; meeting children, elderly and lonely people
- Cleaning
- Hosting of conferences
- Room rentals
- Café -work
At Krukmakarens Hus we are well experienced and qualified in supporting personal
growth. We stand by you in the exploration of assets you were not aware of having, and
in the development of those you are already acquainted with. We also offer participation
in a group-based course with weekly meetings to process vital life-issues. In this course
you are encouraged to express your own reality, draw wisdom from insights into that of
others, and to find ways of managing everyday-life in even better ways.
Example of subjects:
- Changing habitual ways of thinking
- Self-respect and self-image
- Developing your talents
- Caring for your body
- Healthy relationships
- Handling private economy
- The art of having friends
- ... and similar issues of importance
GET IN TOUCH - WE'LL BE HAPPY TO TELL YOU MORE!
ALL OF LIFE contact person:
Inger Andersson
T: 073 920 68
M: inger.andersson@fralsningsarmen.se

